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A B S T R A C T   

Reactive distillation (RD) is a process intensification technology that offers opportunities in the chemical in-
dustry. However, designing RD columns remains a demanding task as reaction and separation phenomena occur 
simultaneously in the column. Moreover, in the early phase of conceptual process design, most of the physical 
and chemical properties information is unknown. Aiming to deal with that constraint, this paper presents the 
latest development of a mapping method, for the quick evaluation of the RD applicability. Initially, the approach 
was introduced in our previous work but limited to quaternary reaction systems. The extended method devel-
opment performed in this work shows the general suitability of the method for ternary reaction systems, in spite 
of decreased degree of freedom of the systems. The method validation based on an industrial case study shows 
that the deviations for predicted number of theoretical stages and reflux ratio are less than 10%. Using only 
generic cases with fixed representative relative volatilities, chemical equilibrium constant and the Damköhler 
number, end users of the mapping method can quickly perform the RD applicability screening without doing any 
extensive rigorous simulations for real systems.   

1. Introduction 

Most processes in the chemical industry require reaction and sepa-
ration operations that enable the conversion of raw materials and the 
purification of desired product(s). Recycle streams of unconverted re-
actants or undesired by-products are usually necessary to increase the 
process efficiency, such as in terms of conversion and selectivity. Such 
reaction-separation-recycle systems have been widely applied under 
different operating conditions [1]. 

The emergence and implementation of the UN Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals requires that chemical processes are taken to the next 
level, where it is crucial to modify reaction-separation-recycle systems 
and develop cheaper, safer, more energy-efficient and sustainable pro-
cess technologies. This requirement is in line with the purpose of 
applying process intensification (PI) methods in the chemical industry 
[2–4]. In the field of PI methods, reactive distillation (RD) are the 
front-runner [5] as it enables the integration of reaction and distillation 
processes in a single column (Fig. 1). Among existing unit operations, 
distillation has become one of the most popular separation techniques 
being used for hundreds of years for purification purposes [6–7]. 

Simultaneous reaction and separation in a RD column potentially leads 
to the process simplification, increased conversion and selectivity, 
capital saving, reduced energy utilization and chemicals degradation, 
overcoming of azeotropes and easier separation of close-boiling com-
ponents [8–11]. 

Although RD offers significant advantages, there are some possible 
constraints that may restrict the column operation, i.e. limited operating 
windows (due to the thermodynamic properties), incompatible orders of 
volatilities between reactants and products, infeasible separation (due to 
azeotropes), and diverse conversion and column profiles (due to the 
existence of multiple steady states) [8,12-13]. Considering those hin-
drances, process designers must initially perform an applicability 
assessment of RD technology and carefully consider conceptual column 
designs in prior to the RD application in the chemical industry. 

Over the last three decades, many studies have been developing 
design methods for screening and evaluating the applicability of RD. 
Almeida-Rivera et al. [14] distinguished those methods into three cat-
egories: heuristic-based, graphical, and optimization-based methods. 
Heuristic-based approaches suggest design parameters based on previ-
ously investigated RD columns and knowledge of conventional distilla-
tion processes [15]. While, graphical methods usually include the mass 
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and molar compositions along a RD column for constructing residue 
curve maps and distillation lines. The residue curves mapping (RCM) 
can be used to evaluate the applicability of both non-reactive and 
reactive distillation columns. The usage of RCM relies on thermody-
namics that influence the composition profiles and correspondingly 
obtainable products from the operation of an RD column [16–20]. 

A graphical method, called the attainable region technique, was 
proposed by Nisoli et al. [21] to identify the feasible compositions for 
the processes with simultaneous reaction, mixing and separation. Lee 
et al. [22–24] developed a different method, which is based on the 
modified Ponchon-Savarit and McCabe-Thiele methods, to evaluate 
reactive distillation columns for binary reactions. Other graphical 
methods are also reported in literature [25–31]. 

Optimization techniques usually evaluate mathematical relation-
ships among the objectives to be optimized, the decision variables and 
the constraints in RD processes [32]. For example, Seferlis and Grievink 
[33] proposed the orthogonal collocation on finite elements (OCFE) to 
approximate the tray-by-tray model by transforming the discrete num-
ber of RD stages into a continuous analogue. Urselmann et al. [34,35] 
developed a memetic algorithm that combines evolutionary algorithm 
and mathematical programming methods to optimize the RD column 
designs. Other optimization techniques for RD are discussed elsewhere 

[36–43]. 
Many available methods discussed above provide a good estimate of 

the applicability screening and the design of RD columns, but they can 
only deliver a single set of configurations, such as reflux ratio and the 
number of theoretical stages, for a single assessment. For example, the 
statics analysis method by Giessler et al. [26] can be used to evaluate the 
location and the length of reactive stages. The modified fixed point 
methodology presented by Li et al. [31] is capable of providing the 
number of theoretical stages, the feed location and actual stages com-
positions for a pre-determined reboil ratio. However, repeated tasks are 
needed when one aims to obtain insights into the operation of RD for 
different configurations, which makes designing a proper RD column an 
exhausting task. 

Furthermore, there is gap in the availability of generic RD design 
methods that are suitable for many chemical reaction systems [44]. 
Among those methods discussed above, only a few of them were vali-
dated and shown to be suitable for various reaction systems [16,30-31], 
while many others were proven to be suitable only for specific reaction 
systems [21,25-27,33-38]. For instance, the OCFE method for obtaining 
an optimal RD design was proven to be suitable for quaternary reaction 
systems, which was based on the validation using the case of ethyl ac-
etate production via esterification [33]. But, its capability of assessing 
ternary systems has still not been validated. The Ponchon-Savarit and 
McCabe-Thiele methods were applied by Lee et al. [22–24] for assessing 
the reactive zones and feed location within a reactive distillation column 
for isomerization and decomposition reactions. Its application to 
different reaction systems is limited due to its inherent graphical nature 
[14]. However, both ternary and quaternary reaction systems are 
equally important as they are most frequently encountered in the 
chemical industry [1,10,45]. 

Aiming to overcome such limitations, this paper presents a mapping 
method, which uses only a few key parameters, i.e., relative volatilities 
of compounds (αij), chemical equilibrium constants (Keq) and the Dam-
köhler numbers (Da), of ideal generic cases for quickly assessing the 
applicability of RD to real reaction systems encountered in the chemical 
industry. The values of relative volatilities and chemical equilibrium 
constants can be calculated by using the information obtained from the 
chemical engineering databases, such as the DECHEMA Chemistry Data 
Series [46], the Perry’s Chemical Engineers’ Handbook [47] and the 
NIST Chemistry WebBook [48]. While, the kinetic data for the Dam-
köhler number calculation is obtained from the literature reporting re-
action rate constants based on modeling and/or experimental findings. 

The mapping method employs a plot of reflux ratio (RR) vs. the 
number of theoretical stages (NTS), which is called the applicability 
graph, that depicts ‘applicable and not-applicable regions’ of the oper-
ability of reactive distillation technology. By using the approach, one 
can obtain multiple RD configurations with different combinations of 
reflux ratio and the number of theoretical stages from a single assess-
ment, which are within the applicable regions of an applicability graph. 
The originality of this work consists in providing a general method that 
is suitable for different reaction systems. Previously, Skiborowski [44] 
identified a research gap, in which although many RD design methods 
are available, there is a lack of the availability of RD general methods. 
This development addresses the need for generic methods that are 
suitable for quaternary and ternary reaction systems, as the RD appli-
cation was reported to be the most attractive for both reaction systems 
[1,10,12,45]. The mapping method was previously introduced in our 
previous studies for assessing the RD applicability to quaternary reac-
tion systems as RD is generally attractive for quaternary or multicom-
ponent reaction systems [49–54]. The current work developed further 
the mapping method for assessing the RD applicability to ternary reac-
tion systems, which was unaddressed previously. 

This original study discusses the extension of the mapping method. 
Firstly, the paper shows the use of the mapping method to gain insights 
into the RD operation for ternary systems, which have fewer degrees of 
freedom. The mapping method is employed to evaluate the RD 

Nomenclature 

Ci molar concentration of compound i [mol⋅m− 3] 
Da Damköhler number [-] 
Keq chemical equilibrium constant [-] 
NTS number of theoretical stages [-] 
NTSmin minimum number of theoretical stages [-] 
P pressure [atm] 
r reaction rate [mol⋅s− 1] 
R gas constant [J⋅K− 1⋅mol− 1] 
RR reflux ratio [mol⋅mol− 1] 
RRmin minimum reflux ratio [mol⋅mol− 1] 
T temperature [K] 
Tb boiling point temperature [K] 
xi mol fraction of compound i [-] 
αij relative volatility between compounds i and j [-]  

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a reactive distillation column.  
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configurations of generic cases with different feed stages and numbers of 
reactive and separation stages. By applying the approach, one can obtain 
an understanding of preferred configurations with the lowest reflux 
ratios in real systems, which require less investment and operating costs 
due to smaller column diameters and lower energy requirement. Sec-
ondly, the present work demonstrates the suitability of the generalized 
mapping method for assessing the applicability of reactive distillation to 
a case study of ternary reaction systems, considering both equilibrium- 
limited and kinetically controlled reaction models. Note that many 
other (quaternary) case studies for the method validation have been 
discussed in our previous work [49,52,54]. 

The method application is preferred for the RD preliminary assess-
ment at the conceptual design phase, when limited information is 
available and a quick go-/no-go decision is needed to decide whether a 
detailed rigorous investigation of RD designs is worthwhile. This novel 
general approach leads to a simple applicability assessment prior to 
performing rigorous simulations of real systems. 

2. Mapping method overview 

Previously, the mapping method was introduced for investigating 
the reactive distillation applicability to near-ideal quaternary systems, 
A + B ⇌ C +D [49]. The assessed subset was the quaternary systems that 
have two products with the lowest and the highest boiling temperatures, 
Tb,C < Tb,A < Tb,B < Tb,D. Then, the mapping method was used for other 
subsets of quaternary systems, in which the effects of boiling point 
rankings of quaternary reaction systems on the applicability of reactive 
distillation were studies [51]. Next, Muthia et al. [54] employed the 
mapping method for gaining knowledge of the optimal feed stages of RD 
for quaternary systems. 

The most prominent characteristic of the mapping method is an 
“applicability graph”, which is a plot of reflux ratio vs. number of 
theoretical stages. As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), an applicability graph 
consists of applicable and not-applicable regions of the RD operability 
[49]. For an operable RD column, both number of theoretical stages and 
reflux ratio of a reactive distillation column must be within the appli-
cable region of an applicability graph. The boundary line of an appli-
cability graph is constructed by the configurations with the lowest reflux 
ratios for different numbers of theoretical stages. Both RR and NTS are 
equally important in a reactive distillation column design. The invest-
ment cost is proportional to the number of theoretical stages that in-
dicates the column height, while the column diameter and influences the 
amount of energy required are projected by reflux ratio [55]. A larger 
number of theoretical stages implies the requirement of building a taller 

column. A higher reflux ratio means that more vapors is produced and 
going up through the column, as well as more liquid is returned to the 
RD column, which causes a larger cross-sectional area (and column 
diameter) that is needed to accommodate the higher traffic of vapor and 
liquid. Therefore, both the number of theoretical stages and the reflux 
ratio influence the capital investment needed. As more vapors / liquid 
are circulated along the column when a higher reflux ratio is applied, 
more energy is required to boil up the liquid, which increases the 
operating cost. Based on a few fixed representative parameters, i.e., 
relative volatilities of compounds, chemical equilibrium constants and 
the Damköhler numbers, of ideal generic cases, the mapping method 
was demonstrated to be capable of predicting the applicability of RD to 
quaternary reaction systems, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) [49]. 

Muthia et al. [54] developed a structured framework for assessing 
the RD applicability to quaternary mixtures using the mapping method. 
The proposed steps that need be carried out by end users of the method 
consist of: (i) checking the group of boiling point rankings, (ii) calcu-
lating representative parameters including key relative volatilities, 
chemical equilibrium constant and the Damköhler number of the real 
system, and (iii) selecting the most relevant pre-prepared applicability 
graphs of generic cases. Analogously, end users apply the mapping 
method like a global positioning system (GPS), in which representative 
parameters are overlaid onto generic applicability graphs to quickly 
predict the applicable regions of RD columns. The study of Muthia et al. 
[54] demonstrated the suitability of the proposed methodology for 
non-ideal quaternary reaction systems. 

Following the development of the mapping method for quaternary 
reaction systems by Muthia et al. [49–54], the present work extends the 
usage of the mapping method for other reaction systems. As reported in 
[1,10,12,45], reactive distillation technology is promising for many 
ternary and quaternary reaction systems in the chemical industry. 
While, the RD setup with two outlet streams at the top and the bottom of 
the column is less attractive for binary reaction systems that only have a 
single product. Therefore, the development and the usage of the map-
ping method are targeted for quaternary and ternary reaction systems. 
The reduced number of degrees of freedom in ternary reaction systems 
leads to several possibilities, i.e., the RD assessment using the mapping 
method becomes easier (for example, due to fewer cases of boiling point 
ranking), or it would be more challenging (and less accurate) because 
fewer representative volatilities are defined and fewer degrees of 
freedom are available (e.g., no multiple reactant feeds, no relative 
location of feed stages, no reactants ratio). 

The considered RD configuration is depicted in Fig. 1, where two 
outputs are expected coming out of the column. The method can be 

Fig. 2. (a) An illustrative applicability graph, and (b) an illustrative prediction of the boundary line of a real applicability graph; the prediction is based on 
generic systems. 
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applied to the systems with two reactants and a single product, but it is 
worth noting that an RD setup usually has both top and bottom outputs. 
Therefore, the application to such systems takes place either because of a 
lower degree of conversion, the presence of inert, or the existence of 
consecutive, parallel and series reactions. 

First of all, in Sub-Section 3.1, the method was employed to inves-
tigate the preferred configurations with low reflux ratios, in which all 
possible feed locations along the column was considered. All RD simu-
lations were carried out using the RadFrac model in the Aspen Plus v.11 
process simulator. As featured in the mapping method, ideal generic 
cases with fixed representative parameters, i.e., relative volatilities of 
compounds, chemical equilibrium constants and the Damköhler 
numbers, were used for this evaluation. The similar approach was 
applied previously to quaternary reaction systems [54]. To obtain in-
sights into the RD operation in this study, a fixed number of theoretical 
stages was specified. For a single NTS, there was a single simulation 
required, in which the Aspen Plus software allows to perform the 
sensitivity analysis by varying the starting reactive stage and the length 
of reactive zone. Additionally, the effect of the number of reactive stages 
on reflux ratio was also evaluated simultaneously in this study. 

To obtain comparable results between multiple configurations with 
different feed stages and length of reactive stages, the start of reactive 
stages was fixed close to the top of the column and at the center of the 
column. When the location and the length of reactive zone inside an RD 
column are varied, there are many possibilities of the starting and 
ending of reactive stages; and it may cause difficulties in interpreting the 
effects on the reflux ratio. Thus, to obtain insights into the effects of the 
position and the number of reactive stages, there were different starting 
stages specified: (i) the case with the starting reactive stage close to the 
top of the column, and (ii) the case with the starting reactive stage at the 
center of the column. The investigation generated insights into the 
design of RD column configurations that help column designers to 
quickly determine the feed location and the required number of reactive 
stages during the conceptual studies. 

Next, in Sub-Section 3.2, the method usage for assessing the RD 
applicability to ternary reaction systems was validated by using a case 
study of dissociation reactions, A ⇌ C + D, i.e., the metathesis of 2-pen-
tene. The boiling point ranking of the case study is Tb,C < Tb,A < Tb,D, 
which is a preferred order when aiming for the top and bottom products 
with a high purity. 

Previously Muthia et al. [54] – see Fig. 3 and related explanation in 
that paper – provided the procedures describing how to generate RD 

applicability graphs and how to apply the mapping method. There are 
three separate procedures that respectively correspond to: (1) the gen-
eration of generic RD applicability graphs, (2) the validation of the 
graphs using a case study, and (3) the actual use of generic graphs by end 
users to determine the RD applicability to real systems. The first and 
second procedures were carried out in this study for the method 
development and validation. The development of the mapping method 
for both procedures in this study required extensive simulations in 
Aspen Plus for both generic and real systems. Note that the real appli-
cation of the mapping method by end users following the third pro-
cedure does not require them to perform any rigorous simulations, but 
only to calculate key parameters, i.e., representative relative volatilities 
and chemical equilibrium constant (for equilibrium-limited reactions) 
or the Damköhler number (in case of the kinetically controlled re-
actions). The generic graphs required by end users are prepared by map 
generators (such as the authors of this work), who are the part of a team 
of researchers or chemical engineers. 

As of the first procedure, the simulations for originating generic 
graphs in Aspen Plus start with selecting the ideal property model and 
specifying the boiling points and the Antoine coefficients of chemical 
components for defined relative volatilities. Fixed equilibrium and re-
action rate constants are then specified to the simulations. The feed 
stream is assumed to be a pure reactant in liquid phase at its boiling 
point. Therefore, it is also assumed that the vapor fraction is zero. As an 
equimolar reaction is expected, the bottom-to-feed ratio (B/F) of 0.5 is 
specified in the simulator. It is considered that the phase equilibrium is 
reached in each rectifying or stripping section and both reaction and 
phase equilibria are obtained in each reactive stage. 

Typically, there are 15–20 simulations conducted to build a complete 
applicability graph. All simulations were performed by applying a 
sensitivity analysis and an optimization tool in the process simulator. 
Aspen Plus software has a built-in sensitivity analysis tool that allows 
software users to assess the effects of varied parameters on other defined 
variables. The varied parameters assessed in this study for each NTS 
included the location of reactive stages inside the column and the 
numbers of rectifying, reactive and stripping stages. The feed stage was 
fixed at the preferred location that is suggested in Sub-Section 3.1. In 
this work, a product purity of 99 mol% was set as a constraint, and it was 
aimed to achieve the lowest reflux ratio (minimal energy usage) as an 
objective. These constraint and objective were defined in the built-in 
optimization tool of Aspen Plus. Therefore, for each NTS, a configura-
tion with the lowest reflux ratio for obtaining the product purity of 99 

Fig. 3. (a) Contour plots of reflux ratios by varied numbers of reactive stages and feed stages for (a) RS 1 and (b) RS 2. The area on and inside the dash line indicates 
the prefered configurations with the lowest reflux ratios. 
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mol% was obtained. The size of “applicable” areas in an applicability 
graph changes when different purities are desired. This is demonstrated 
in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. However, it is important to 
note that the highest product purity is usually preferred for RD appli-
cation in order to outperform the classic reaction-separation-recycle 
sequences. Therefore, this study limits the research scope for the sys-
tem with the products purity of 99 mol%. All configurations with the 
lowest reflux ratios for different NTS for a boundary line of an appli-
cability area. 

As of the second procedure, the generic graphs with matching 
representative volatilities and chemical equilibrium constants with the 
case study are then selected for further discussion in the method vali-
dation of this work. Other generic applicability graphs can be used 
similarly for other case studies or real applications. The selected generic 
graphs are compared with the results of rigorous simulations of the case 
study. Note that only generic cases are assumed to be with the ideal 
behavior, but not the case studies which use a suitable property model, 
temperature-dependent chemical equilibrium constant and real kinetics. 
For the validation purpose, the maximum acceptable deviation consid-
ered for both NTS and RR was ±50%. This value usually becomes an 
upper limit for tolerable deviations in the conceptual design phase [56]. 

The determination of key parameters of real ternary reaction systems 
adapted the approach that was proposed by Muthia et al. [49,54] for 
quaternary reaction systems. In contrast to quaternary reaction systems 
that require three representative relative volatilities, there are only two 

representative relative volatilities that need to be specified for ternary 
reaction systems. They are calculated for 99 mol% pure products at the 
top and bottom of the column, in which representative αCA and αAD are 
for 99/1 and 1/99 mol% based mixtures, respectively. As there is only 
one chemical that is reacted away and predominantly present in reactive 
stages, representative chemical equilibrium constant and Damköhler 
number are calculated at the boiling point of reactant A. The Damköhler 
number is defined as, 

Da = kf τ (1)  

where kf and τ are the forward reaction rate constant (min− 1) and the 
liquid residence time per reactive stage (min), respectively. 

As of the third procedure, end users select the generic graphs with 
closest matching of representative input parameters with the real sys-
tem, in order to overlay the representative parameters of the real system 
onto the generic applicability graphs, such that a go/no-go decision of 
the RD applicability can be obtained. Specifically, there are two input 
parameters required to use the method, i.e., relative volatilities and the 
chemical equilibrium constant. Only for kinetically controlled reactions 
there is an additional input, i.e., the Damköhler number. It is worth 
noting that generic graphs are not generated by method end-users, but 
by the map generators who are the part of a team of researchers or 
engineers. 

The mapping method is useful for the preliminary assessment of RD 
at the conceptual design phase, when limited information is available 

Fig. 4. Schematic configurations with the (a,c) lowest reflux ratios and (b, d) the highest reflux ratios for RS 1 and 2, respectively.  
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and a quick go-/no-go decision is needed. A small number of design 
parameters (i.e., relative volatilities for pure products at the top and 
bottom of the column, chemical equilibrium, and the Damköhler num-
ber for kinetically controlled reactions) are needed to predict the 
applicability of real RD systems from the generic graphs. Multiple con-
figurations with the lowest reflux ratio for each number of theoretical 
stages can be obtained from a single applicability graph. As the results 
are limited to the applicability area consisting of operable RD configu-
rations, other design methods with more rigorous models and algo-
rithms may be employed to achieve other specific objectives, such as 
minimum total annual cost and low reboiler duty. More rigorous models 
and algorithms, such as stochastic optimization algorithms, can be used 
to solve multiple RD optimization problems when multiple mathemat-
ical relationships have been developed for specific objectives and con-
straints. However, extensive time is needed to set up those models and to 
solve the resulting complex optimization problems [32]. Therefore, 
those rigorous methods are more suitable for detailed design 
assessments. 

3. Results and discussion 

This part consists of two subsections: insights into RD operation for 
ternary reaction systems and the method application to a case study, 

namely the metathesis of 2-pentene. 

3.1. Insights into the RD operation for ternary reaction systems 

To gain some valuable insights into RD operation, this study assessed 
the configurations of a generic case for NTS = 2⋅NTSmin (NTS = 30). The 
fixed key parameters considered are αCA = 2.7, αAD = 1.9, Keq = 0.25, Da 
= 0.5. Note that any other generic cases can be used for this investiga-
tion. The selection of these key parameters were only based on the 
representative key parameters of the case study that is discussed in Sub- 
Section 3.2. Figures S2 and S3 in The Supporting Information of this paper 
provide findings for the generic cases with other fixed key parameters, 
which lead to consistent conclusions in this study. 

This work evaluated RD configurations by fixing the start of reactive 
stages from stage 3, which is close to the top of the column, and settling 
the start of reactive stages from stage 15, which is at the center of the 
column. For this discussion, the two cases are called RS 1 and RS 2, 
respectively. Such arrangement causes the number of rectifying stages 
fixed for each case. As the length and the end of reactive stages were 
varied, the numbers of reactive and stripping stages in RS 1 and 2 also 
changed. 

Fig. 3 depicts the gradients of reflux ratios resulted from the changes 
of the number of reactive stages and the feed stage. A lower number of 

Fig. 5. Schematic configurations of RS 1 with the feed stage (a) close to the top of the reactive stages, (b) at the center of the reactive stages, and (c) close to the end 
of the reactive stages. 
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reactive stages on the x axis implies more stripping stages as NTS is kept 
constant at 30, while a smaller feed stage on the y axis indicates that the 
reactant is fed close to the top, and vice versa. There are small white 
areas that can be observed in the bottom left of Fig. 3(a) and (b). It in-
dicates that the combination of feeding the reactant very close to the top 
and a very small number of reactive stages cannot generate any appli-
cable RD configurations. 

For RS 1, the lowest reflux ratio possible is 2.41 (indicated by the 
square marker in Fig. 3a), where the number of reactive stages is 26 and 
the reactant is fed on stage 12. As the opposite, the highest reflux ratio is 
82.33, where the number of reactive stage and the feed stage are 3 and 
28, respectively (indicated by the triangle marker in Fig. 3a). For RS 2, 
the lowest reflux ratio is 3.04, where the number of reactive stages and 
the feed stage are 15 and 16, respectively (indicated by the square 
marker in Fig. 3b). While, the highest reflux ratio is 82.44 for the 
number of reactive stages of 3 and the feed stage of 28 (pointed by the 
triangle marker in Fig. 3b). These configurations are presented in Fig. 4. 
According to these findings, it can be inferred that it is more favorable to 
have a feed stage within the reactive zone of a reactive distillation col-
umn. Besides, it is preferred to have a large number of reactive stages so 
that the reaction can be pushed to the products side, while the separa-
tion takes place simultaneously along the RD column. 

The reflux ratios between the lowest RR and the RR that is 1.2 higher 
than the lowest RR are considered as those resulting the most preferred 
configurations. Those configurations are on and inside the boundary line 
depicted in Fig. 3(a) for RS 1. This result gives more emphasis on the 

benefit of having a larger reactive zone in terms of lowering reflux ratio, 
while it is important to locate the feed stage at the center or a bit upper 
than the center of the column. 

For RS 2, the preferred configurations with low reflux ratios, 
considering those in the range of the lowest RR and the RR that is 1.2 
higher than the lowest RR, are on and inside the boundary line shown in 
Fig. 3(b). Similar to RS 1, having a large number of reactive stages can be 
beneficial. Interestingly, for RS 2 it is essential to place the feed stage 
close the upper side of reactive stages. This is a logical consequence of 
having a shorter reactive zone than in RS 1 so that the feed can still have 
adequate spaces for reacting away along the RD column. 

For a better understanding, three different feed locations are evalu-
ated further for RS 1 and 2, in which the feed stages are located close to 
the top, at the center and close the bottom of the reactive stages. Fig. 5 
presents the three RD configurations for RS 1, and Fig. 6 shows the 
corresponding composition profiles along the columns. When the reac-
tant is fed at around the center (Fig. 5b), it is then ideally distributed 
(Fig. 6b) through the reactive zone. Compared to the amount of products 
in the reactive zone, the reactant is predominantly present at the center 
of reactive stages and its mol fraction is gradually decreasing when 
reaching the edges of the reactive zone, which is preferred to enhance 
the products formation in a reversible reaction system. 

When the reactant is fed close to the top (Fig. 5a), an accumulation of 
the reactant at the end of the reactive stages is essential to prevent the 
backward reaction (Fig. 6a). Such mechanism requires the increase of 
reflux ratio (compare reflux ratios in Fig. 5a and b) enabling more liquid 

Fig. 6. Composition profiles of RS 1 with the feed stage (a) close to the top of the reactive stages, (b) at the center of the reactive stages, and (c) close to the end of the 
reactive stages. Vertical solid lines show the start and end of reactive stages. Vertical dash line shows the feed stage. 
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to be sent back to the column for improving the mass and heat transfers. 
Inversely, for the same reason, an accumulation of the reactant at the 
beginning of reactive stages is needed in the case of the feed stage is 
close to the bottom (Fig. 6c). Compared to the other two feed locations 
in Fig. 5, placing the feed stage close to the bottom requires a signifi-
cantly larger reflux ratio. As the reactant is the mid-boiling point com-
pound, some amounts of it immediately transforms to the gas phase 
when it is fed to the bottom of the column and it escapes to the upper 
stages before reacting away. With a very high reflux ratio supplying a 
large amount of liquid sent back to the column, the reactant in the liquid 
phase can be retained due to the vapor-liquid mass and heat transfers. 

The three RD configurations for RS 2 with different feed locations are 
shown in Fig. 7, and their corresponding composition profiles are dis-
played in Fig. 8. As stated previously, it is preferred to locate the feed 
stage close to the start of the reactive zone instead of at around the 
center of the reactive zone. When the mol fraction lines of the reactant 
inside the reactive zones in Fig. 8(a) and (b) are compared, a higher mol 
fraction can be observed when the feed stage is located close to the start 
of the reactive zone. Therefore, one can expect to achieve more products 
for that feed stage positioning. In Fig. 8(a), xC and xD leaving the reactive 
stages are 0.20 and 0.99, respectively. While, in Fig. 8(b) the mol frac-
tions of C and D exiting the reactive stages are 0.09 and 0.99, respec-
tively. When the reactant is fed close to the bottom of the reactive stages 

as shown in Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 8(c), again, a significant higher reflux ratio 
is required to let the reactant stays in the liquid phase, as it easily 
changes to the vapor phase when it enters the column. 

Interestingly, one can observe a high mol fraction of the reactant in 
Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 – if it is not exactly at the peak of the mol fraction – 
when both products are in equimolar (see the intersection of the mol 
fractions of both products in each figure). These profiles explain the 
phenomena in both reactive and non-reactive stages, in which a high 
amount of reactant is always required to prevent the backward reaction. 
Even though the chemicals are not on the reactive stages, the slow 
backward reaction can still take place in the absence of the catalyst. 

For the validation purpose, the findings in this work are compared 
with those suggested by Al-Arfaj et al. [57]. For the same operating 
pressure, they recommend an optimum configuration for the feed stage 
located at the center of the column, when the column is dominated by 
reactive stages. In their study, the total number of theoretical stages was 
38 – in which all of them were reactive stages – and the feed stage was 
20. They also reported a similar trend of the peak of the reactant’s mol 
fraction along the column for achieving the maximum conversion and 
the highest purity of products. 

Fig. 7. Schematic configurations of RS 2 with the feed stage (a) close to the top of the reactive stages, (b) at the center of the reactive stages, and (c) close to the end 
of the reactive stages. 
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3.2. Application of the mapping method to a case study 

The metathesis of 2-pentene represents an important reaction in the 
valorizing of less valuable olefins into more desired ones [58]. 2-pentene 
is usually generated as a by-product from fluid catalytic cracking and 
steam cracking units. The metathesis of 2-pentene yielding olefins fol-
lows the reaction mechanism as shown in Eq. (2), in which both prod-
ucts can be used as solvents and cross-linking agents. 

2 2-pentene(A)⇌2-butene(C) + 3-hexene(D)

Tb at 1 atm (∘C) 6.3 0.9 67.1 (2) 

The Peng-Robinson model was chosen to represent the thermody-
namics behaviors of the ternary sistem, where no azeotropes were 
encountered in this reaction. Looking at the normal boiling points of all 
compounds in Eq. (2), one can expect to obtain the top product domi-
nated by product C and the bottom product mostly composed of product 
D. As the normal boiling point of product C is relatively low, the oper-
ating pressure of reactive distillation needs to be higher than the at-
mospheric pressure in order to enable the utilization of cooling water in 
the condenser. For such purpose, the RD column is operated at 5 atm, in 
which the corresponding boiling points of reactant A, product C and 
product D are 93.0 ◦C, 51.7 ◦C and 129.0 ◦C, respectively. By applying 
the rule of the mapping method, the representative relative volatilities 
for 99 mol% pure products are αCA = 2.7 and αAD = 1.9. 

The chemical equilibrium constant (Keq) of this system is 0.25, which 
is marginally affected by the temperature changes [59,60]. In the case of 
kinetically controlled reaction, Okasinski and Doherty [59] and Chen 
et al. [60] suggested the reaction rate (r) and the temperature-dependent 
forward rate constant (kf) formula that are shown in Eqs. (3) and (4), 
respectively, 

r = kf

(

x2
A −

xCxD

Keq

)

(3)  

kf = 1, 776.83 exp

⎛

⎜
⎝
− 6.6 kcal

mol

RT

⎞

⎟
⎠ min− 1 (4)  

where xi, R and T are the mol fraction of compound i, the gas constant 
and temperature, respectively. Using the boiling point of reactant A, one 
can obtain the kf of 0.0068 min− 1. For the residence times per reactive 
stage of 0.25 and 0.5 mins, the representative Damköhler numbers are 
0.1 and 0.2, respectively. 

Fig. 9 displays generic applicability graphs for varied relative vola-
tilities and chemical equilibrium constants. Note that other combina-
tions of relative volatilities and chemical equilibrium constants can be 
specified for the generation of many other generic graphs. The method 
has been demonstrated by Muthia et al. [53] to be suitable for different 

Fig. 8. Composition profiles of RS 1 with the feed stage (a) close to the top of the reactive stages, (b) at the center of the reactive stages, and (c) close to the end of the 
reactive stages. Vertical solid lines show the start and end of reactive stages. Vertical dash line shows the feed stages. 
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relative volatility rankings. However, the application of a single RD 
column to the system with reactant(s) as the heaviest or lightest com-
pound(s) is technically unfavorable. For instance, when reactant A is the 
heaviest compound, one of the following scenarios may be obtained: (1) 
having two products at the top, or (2) having an impure product at the 
bottom because unconverted reactant A is present. This is also proven by 

the method described here, in which none of applicability graphs is 
obtained for such system. 

Fig. 9(a) and (b) cover typical ranges of applicability areas encoun-
tered in different real systems, while Fig. 9(c) and (d) depict more 
challenging process due to a lower relative volatility affecting the sep-
aration performance. The applicability areas for 0.01 ≤ Keq ≤ 10 are 

Fig. 9. A set of generic applicability graphs corresponding to different relative volatilities and varied chemical equilibrium constants, for (a) αCA = 2.7 and αAD = 1.9, 
(b) αCA = 1.9 and αAD = 2.7, (c) αCA = 1.1 and αAD = 4.0, and (d) αCA = 4.0 and αAD = 1.1. 

Fig. 10. Results for the metathesis of 2-pentene considering the equilibrium-limited reaction: (a) predicted boundary line of the RD applicability within the shaded 
area and the actual boundary line of the RD applicability indicated by the solid line, and (b) number of theoretical stages and reflux ratio – solid markers = generic 
values; open markers = actual values; dash lines = predicted values for different Keqs. 
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provided in Fig. 9 as those values are commonly considered for the RD 
application. For a system with a very low chemical equilibrium constant, 
i.e., Keq ≤ 0.01, RD is not likely an attractive technology as conventional 
reaction processes or other hybrid processes are usually more suitable 
[61]. While, for a system with a very high chemical equilibrium con-
stant, i.e., Keq ≥ 10, conventional reaction-separation sequences are 
usually applied. Among those provided in Fig. 9, the generic graphs with 
matching representative volatilities with the case study (Fig. 9a) are 
then selected for further discussion. The other generic applicability 
graphs can be used similarly for other case studies or real applications. 

Fig. 10(a) depicts the applicability graphs of generic cases for varied 
Keqs and real system with Keq = 0.25. The shaded area in the graph 
suggests the location of the real boundary line, based on the prediction 
using pre-determined generic boundary lines. It is observed that the 

boundary line of the real system (the solid line), which was obtained 
from rigorous simulations for the validation purpose, nicely fits between 
the boundary lines of the generic cases for Keqs of 0.1 and 0.5. The result 
indicates that representative relative volatilities of compounds and 
chemical equilibrium constant of generic cases are capable of portraying 
the chemical and physical phenomena along the column for the real 
system of the metathesis of 2-pentene. 

Fig. 10(b) demonstrates both NTS and RR for the real system ob-
tained from rigorous simulations (shown by open markers) and for 
generic cases (shown by filled markers). Using the linear interpolation of 
the generic data points, one can obtain the prediction of both values. The 
deviation was evaluated by calculating the absolute difference of the 
prediction and the actual numbers of theoretical stages and reflux ratios 
over the actual values. The assessed configuration for quantifying the 
deviation was for NTS = 2⋅NTSmin. This selection was only based on our 
knowledge for the estimation of the optimum configuration of conven-
tional distillation column in the conceptual phase. Table 1 provides the 
deviations for the equilibrium-limited and kinetically controlled re-
actions of this case study. For the equilibrium-limited reaction, the 
predicted NTS and RR are 31 and 2.5, respectively; while the actual NTS 
and RR are 32 and 2.3, respectively. The deviations of both NTS and RR 
are satisfyingly acceptable for the conceptual phase, which are 5% and 
11%, respectively. 

Next, rigorous simulations for the real system with the representative 
Damköhler numbers of 0.1 and 0.2 (in the case of kinetically controlled 
reaction) were performed. Fig. 11 displays the real applicability graphs 
of both equilibrium-limited and kinetically controlled reactions. It can 
be observed that the boundary line of the applicability graph shifts to the 
top right when the kinetically controlled reaction with a lower Da is 
considered. A lower Da indicates a slower forward reaction and/or a 
smaller residence time, which results in a higher reflux ratio (more 
liquid circulated along the column) required for each number of ther-
oretical stages to achieve the specified product purity. 

Table 1 
Deviations of the predicted number of theoretical stages and reflux ratio from the actual values. EQ and KIN stand for equilibrium-limited and kinetically controlled 
reactions, respectively.  

No. Cases Number of theoretical stages / [-] Reflux ratio / [mol/mol] 

Actual Predicted Deviation Actual Predicted Deviation 

1. Case EQ 32 31 5% 2.28 2.52 11% 
2. Case KIN, Da = 0.1 34 32 7% 3.70 3.68 1% 
3. Case KIN, Da = 0.2 32 31 2% 3.18 3.37 6%  

Fig. 11. Real applicability graphs of the metathesis of 2-pentene, considering 
both equilibrium-limited and kinetically controlled reactions. 

Fig. 12. Results for the metathesis of 2-pentene considering the kinetically controlled reaction: (a) predicted boundary line of the RD applicability within the shaded 
area and the actual boundary line of the RD applicability indicated by the solid line, and (b) number of theoretical stages and reflux ratio – solid markers = generic 
values; open markers = actual values; dash lines = predicted values for different Da. 
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The applicability graphs of generic cases and the real system for the 
kinetically controlled reaction are displayed in Fig. 12(a). Based on the 
prediction using generic cases, it is expected to have the real boundary 
lines for Da of 0.1 and 0.2 within the shaded area, which is in between 
the generic boundary lines for Da 0.05 and 0.5. The result of rigorous 
simulations for the real system suggests that most of the parts of the real 
boundary lines are located between and on those two generic boundary 
lines. Fig. 12(b) provides the details of NTS and RR for both generic and 
real systems at NTS = 2⋅NTSmin, which were obtained from rigorous 
simulations. As listed in Table 1, the deviations of both NTS and RR for 
Da = 0.1 are 7% and 1%, respectively. The deviations of both values for 
Da = 0.2 are 2% and 6%, respectively. Again, these values satisfy the 
tolerable deviation for the conceptual design phase. 

4. Conclusions 

This study has successfully developed and extended the use of a 
mapping method for quickly assessing the applicability of reactive 
distillation to ternary systems. The mapping method has been employed 
to gain some useful insights into the RD operation in ternary reaction 
systems. For any RD configurations, it is favorable to set a feed stage 
within the reactive zone of a column. For a column dominated by 
reactive stages, feeding the reactant at around the center of the column 
can improve the process performance, in which reflux ratio can be 
lowered. When the start of reactive stages is moved to the center of the 
column, however, it is important to keep the feed stage close to the top of 
the reactive zone. By having this set enabled, the feed can still have 
adequate spaces for reacting away along the RD column. Interestingly, 
for any cases, one can expect to identify the peak of the reactant’s mol 
fraction around the stages where both products are in equimolar. Such 
mechanism helps the system to avoid the backward reaction and, 
therefore, to obtain products in a high purity. 

Using the case study of the metathesis of 2-pentene, and considering 
both equilibrium-limited and kinetically controlled reactions, this work 
proves the suitability of the method, in which the deviations for both 
number of theoretical stages and reflux ratios are less than 10% when 
the RD applicability was predicted based on generic cases. Similarly, for 
quaternary reaction systems reported by Muthia et al. [49,52], the 
method development for ternary reaction systems performed in this 
paper can fully satisfy the maximum tolerable deviation in the concep-
tual design phase, i.e. ±50%, as recommended by Towler and Sinnott 
[56]. 

The method has been demonstrated to be suitable for quaternary and 
ternary reaction systems, for single (non-consecutive, non-parallel, non- 
series) reactions. Non-ideality, temperature-dependent chemical equi-
librium constant and real kinetics are properly taken into account for 
real reaction systems. Multiple feed locations are considered when 
applicability graphs are generated using the Aspen Plus software. As a 
general method, its limitations apply for both quaternary and ternary 
reaction systems. As demonstrated by Muthia et al. [54] – see Fig. 4 in 
that paper – while the method works well for systems without azeo-
tropes or with only one azeotrope, the limitation of the mapping method 
is its unsuitability for the systems having more than one representative 
relative volatility with the values of 1; thus the mapping method is 
suggested to be not applicable for those systems. In that case, multiple 
azeotropes are potentially present between the key compounds deter-
mining the representative relative volatilities, and the determined 
representative relative volatilities of 1 (i.e. azeotropes) could lead to an 
over- or underestimation of RD applicability areas. Such over- or un-
derestimation subsequently results in a lower method precision, i.e., 
higher deviation (of over 50%) for the predicted reflux ratios and 
numbers of theoretical stages. 
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